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Mr. Chairman, 
Distinguished delegates, 
Ladies and gentlemen, 

It is a great pleasure for me to address the Committee on Information as it begins 
its deliberations on ñQuestions relating to informationò. 

Let me start by congratulating Mr. Andreas Baum on his election as Chairman of 
the Committee.  I am confident that under his astute leadership, the relationship between 
the Committee and the Department of Public Information will be further strengthened.  I 
also take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation to the outgoing Chairman of 
the Committee, Mr. Rudolf Christen, for his strong leadership and support for th
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term partnerships with, for example, the film industry, NGO coalitions, the business 
community, and young people. Youth represent a top priority for my Department as well 
as a new generation of support. The Model UN programme, in which more than 400,000 
students participate worldwide each year, is just one excellent way to educate and excite 
young people about the United Nations. Model UN events are organized at the local, 
regional, national and international levels by many different associations. I believe there 
is an enormous opportunity for DPI to play a more active role in Model UN programmes 
and in engaging the interests and energy of young people. And here, I would seek your 
support for a new DPI initiative to launch a global Model UN, beginning in 2009. We 
could do this using the august General Assembly Hall, and could webcast the event 
worldwide. This global Model UN would be developed on the basis of best practices, 
and, we hope, could rotate among the different regions of the world. 

4. Multilingualism. With due consideration to the status of French as one of 
the two working languages of the Organization, the department continues to make every 
effort to enhance the multilingual nature of the United Nations in all of its activities. This 
includes through UN radio programmes in the six official languages as well as non- 
official languages, and webcasting in the language delivered in addition to English. The 
UN information centres make enormous contributions in engaging the public and 
producing information in roughly 80 local languages. We are also making active efforts 
to strengthen and increase the resources availablP ͧ n t nll ac r h a   h i M o at ntc
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· To mark the 60 th anniversary of UN peacekeeping, which will be launched on 29 
May, the International Day of UN Peacekeepers, DPI has developed an elaborate 
communications strategy, working closely with DPKO.  In addition to guidance 
for information centres and UN Country Teams on main messages for the 
occasion, DPI is developing press materials, a photo exhibit, and a 10-minute 
documentary. 

· To mark the 60 th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 
annual DPI/NGO Conference, which is planned to take place in Paris in 
September,  intends to focus on ñReaffirming Human Rights: the Universal 
Declaration at 60.ò  The Departmen
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ñUnlearning Intoleranceò seminar on ñArt and the Environmentò next week, al


